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Jeffrey Epstein Shouldn’t Expect to Wiggle Free Again
With SDNY Sex-Trafficking Charges by  @Mimirocah1 

Jeffrey Epstein Shouldn’t Expect to Wriggle Free Again
Feds in Florida cut an infamous sweetheart deal with the confessed billionaire sex
predator. The ‘sovereign’ district of New York isn’t likely to do that.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-shouldnt-expect-to-wiggle-free-again-wit…

Charges of federal sex trafficking carry mandatory minimums of 10-15 years on each

count. Mandatory means mandatory.

In other words, short of a cooperation agreement with the government—which in the

SDNY means full cooperation against all possible other subjects and targets—Epstein

will serve at least 10-15 years in prison (possibly more depending on the number of

counts) if convicted.

The fact that the FBI also reportedly executed a search warrant at Epstein’s residence

suggests either that they had probable cause to believe there was more recent conduct

that occurred there and/or that evidence from his past crimes was likely to be found

there

That search could yield important new evidence.

what should we make of reporting that Epstein’s prosecution is being overseen by the

Public Corruption Unit of the SDNY?  

 

Short answer: it’s too soon to say. It could mean that a public official is being

investigated or will be charged with Epstein.

That could be a minor public figure or a major one. It could mean that SDNY is

investigating misconduct in the plea that Epstein was given in 2008. Or it could mean

none of those things.

Could Epstein cooperate and implicate other powerful men who were involved in this

sex trafficking, both Republicans and Democrats?  
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Yes—but the SDNY will not cooperate a child predator like Epstein easily (for good

reason in my view).

could Attorney General Bill Barr run interference on this case? Yes: he is the head of

the whole Justice Department, even the “Sovereign” district as SDNY is sometimes

playfully called.

Lots of questions... but in a world in which justice has seemed so elusive, I think we

should take a moment to applaud the fact that it appears justice is being served to

Jeffrey Epstein and for the many young victims of his horrendous crimes.
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